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In this paper, the authors study the boundedness of the Marcinkiewicz integral
Ž n. a , pŽ n.m on BMO R and the Campanato spaces E R . Here V is homogeneousV
of degree zero satisfying a class of Lq-Dini conditions. The results in this paper are
a substantial improvement of some known results. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
ny1 n Ž .Suppose that S is the unit sphere of R n G 2 equipped with
Ž . 1Ž ny1.normalized Lebesgue measure ds s ds x9 . Let V g L S be homo-
geneous of degree zero and satisfy
V x9 ds x9 s 0, 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H
ny1S
< <where x9 s xr x for any x / 0. Then the Marcinkiewicz integral operator
of higher dimension is defined by
1r2
‘ dt2
m f x s F x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .HV V , t 3ž /t0
where
V x y yŽ .
F x s f y dy.Ž . Ž .HV , t ny1< << < x y yxyy Ft
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w xIt is well known that the operator m was defined by Stein in 11 . SteinV
Ž .proved that if V is continuous and satisfies a Lip 0 - a F 1 conditiona
ny1 Ž .on S , then m is the operator of type p, p for 1 - p F 2, and of weakV
Ž . w x 1Ž ny1.type 1, 1 . In 1 Benedek et al. proved that if V g C S then m is ofV
Ž . w xtype p, p for 1 - p - ‘. Recently, Ding et al. 4 improved the results
pŽ n. Ž .mentioned above. They gave the L R 1 - p - ‘ boundedness of mV
1Ž ny1. 1Ž ny1. ny1for V g H S , where H S denotes the Hardy space on S
Ž w x 1Ž ny1..see 2, 3, 6 for the definition of H S .
w x 1Ž ny1. Ž .THEOREM A 4 . Suppose that V g H S satisfying 1.1 . Then for
5 Ž .51 - p - ‘, there is a constant C ) 0, independent of f , such that m f pV
5 5F C f .p
On the other hand, the boundedness of m on a class of the CampanatoV
a , pŽ n.space E R was also discussed by some authors. Let us recall the
a , pŽ n.definition of the Campanato space E R . A locally integrable function
Ž . a , pŽ n. Ž .f x is said to belong to E R 1 F p - ‘ and y‘ - a - 1 if
1rp1 1 p
5 5f [ sup f x y f dx - ‘,Ž .a , p H Qa r n ž /< <Q< <Q QQ
where the supremum is taken over all cubes in Rn with sides parallel to
the coordinate axes, and f denotes the average of f over Q, i.e.,Q
1 a , p n nŽ . Ž . Ž .f s H f x dx. It is known that for 0 - a - 1, E R s Lip RQ Q a< <Q
a , pŽ n. Ž n.with equivalent norms. If a s 0, then E R coincides with BMO R .
a , pŽ n.If ynrp F a - 0, then E R is equivalent to the Morrey space
p, nqpa Ž n.L R .
In 1987, Han proved the following result.
w x ny1 Ž .THEOREM B 7 . Let V be continuous on S satisfying 1.1 and a
Ž ny1. Ž . Ž n.Lip S condition for 0 - a F 1. Suppose that f x g BMO R anda
n < < Ž .Ž .there is a measurable set E ; R with E ) 0 such that m f x - ‘ forV
Ž .Ž . n 5 Ž .5 5 5any x g E. Then m f x - ‘ a.e. on R and m f # F C f #, whereV V
5 5f # denotes the BMO norm of f and the constant C is independent of f.
w xIn 1992, Qiu 9 gave the following boundedness of m on the Cam-V
a , pŽ n.panato space E R for a / 0.
w x ny1 Ž .THEOREM C 9 . Let V be continuous on S satisfying 1.1 and a
Ž ny1. Ž . a , pŽ n. ŽLip S condition for 0 - b - 1. Suppose that f x g E R 1 - pb
Ž . .- ‘, ynrp F a - min 1r2, b , a / 0 and there is a measurable set
n < < Ž .Ž .E ; R with E ) 0 such that m f x - ‘ for any x g E. ThenV
Ž .Ž . n 5 Ž .5 5 5m f x - ‘ a.e. on R and m f F C f , where the constanta , p a , pV V
C is independent of f.
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w xRecently, Sakamoto and Yabuta 10 also obtained some similar conclu-
w x rsions as in 9 for a class of parameterized Marcinkiewicz integral m . In
this paper, we shall improve Theorems B and C. Before showing our
results, we need to give some definitions.
Ž . qŽ ny1. Ž . Ž .For V x9 g L S q G 1 , the integral modulus v d of continuityq
of order q of V is defined by
1rq
q
v d s sup V r x9 y V x9 ds x9 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hq ž /ny1S< <r Fd
ny1 < < 5 5 Ž .where r is a rotation on S , r s r y I . When v d satisfiesq
v dŽ .1 q
dd - ‘, 1.2Ž .H
d0
Ž . qwe say that V x9 satisfies the L -Dini condition. Now let us formulate our
results as follows.
qŽ ny1. Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let V g L S q ) 1 satisfying 1.1 and the condi-
tion
v dŽ .1 sq
< <1 q log d dd - ‘ 1.3Ž .Ž .H
d0
Ž . Ž n.for some s ) 2. Suppose that f x g BMO R and there is a measurable set
n < < Ž .Ž .E ; R with E ) 0 such that m f x - ‘ for any x g E. ThenV
Ž .Ž . n 5 Ž .5 5 5m f x - ‘ a.e. on R and m f # F C f #, where the constant C isV V
independent of f.
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let 1 - p - ‘ and 1 F q9 F p, V satisfy 1.1 and the
condition
v dŽ .1 q
dd - ‘ 1.4Ž .H 1q«d0
a , pŽ n.  4for some 0 - « F 1. Suppose that f g E R for 0 - a - min 1r2, «
n < < Ž .Ž .and there is a measurable set E ; R with E ) 0 such that m f x - ‘V
Ž .Ž . n 5 Ž .5 5 5for any x g E. Then m f x - ‘ a.e. on R and m f F C f ,a , p a , pV V
where the constant C is independent of f.
THEOREM 3. Let 1 - p - ‘, y‘ - a - 0, and 1 F q9 F p. Moreo¤er,
Ž . q Ž . a , pŽ n.V satisfies 1.1 and the L -Dini condition 1.2 . Suppose that f g E R
n < < Ž .Ž .and there is a measurable set E ; R with E ) 0 such that m f x - ‘V
Ž .Ž . n 5 Ž .5 5 5for any x g E. Then m f x - ‘ a.e. on R and m f F C f ,a , p a , pV V
where the constant C is independent of f.
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Remark 1. Obviously, the continuous condition assumed on V in
Theorems B and C has been removed in Theorems 1]3. Hence the results
in this paper are a substantial improvement of Theorems B and C.
Remark 2. By a simple estimate, it is easy to check that for any t ) 0
tŽ < <.sand s ) 0, there is a constant C ) 0 such that d 1 q log d F C holds
Ž  tys Ž .s .4 .for any 0 F d F 1. In fact, we may take C G max 1, e srt . Thus
Ž ny1. Ž .for V g Lip S 0 - a F 1 , we choose t s ar2. Then we havea
v dŽ .1 sq
< <1 q log d ddŽ .H
d0
d t 11 1s
< <F C 1 q log d dd F C dd - ‘.Ž .H H1yaqt 1yaqtd d0 0
Ž . Ž ny1.This shows that the condition 1.3 is weaker than the Lip S condi-a
tion for 0 - a F 1. Hence Theorem 1 is also better than Theorem B in
this point.
Ž ny1. Ž .Remark 3. It is easy to see that if V g Lip S 0 - a F 1 , thena
qŽ ny1. Ž . q Ž .V g L S for any q G 1 and satisfies the L -Dini condition 1.2 .
Therefore, Theorem 3 is also an improvement of Theorem C for a - 0.
q Ž .Remark 4. It is easy to see that the L -Dini condition 1.2 is weaker
Ž . Ž .than the condition 1.3 , and the condition 1.3 is weaker than the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .condition 1.4 . Thus if V satisfies 1.3 or 1.4 , then V also satisfies 1.2 .
qŽ ny1. q Ž ny1.On the other hand, note that for any q ) 1, L S ; L log L S
1Ž ny1. 1Ž ny1. Ž w x.; H S ; L S , and all inclusions are proper see 6 . Hence
under the conditions of Theorems 1]3, we may directly use the conclusion
of Theorem A.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let us begin by recalling a known result.
LEMMA 1. Suppose that 0 - l - n, and V is homogeneous of degree
q Ž .zero and satisfies the L -Dini condition 1.2 for q ) 1. If there exists a
< <constant a ) 0 such that x - a R, then we ha¤e0 0
1rqq
V y y x V yŽ . Ž .
y dyH nyl nylž /< < < << < y y x yR- y -2 R
< <x v dŽ .qn r qyŽnyl.F CR q dd ,H½ 5R d< < < <x r2 R-d- x rR
where the constant C ) 0 is independent of R and x.
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w xUsing a method similar to that in the proof of Lemma 5 in 8 , we can
w xprove Lemma 1. See also 5 .
Ž n.LEMMA 2. Suppose that 1 F p - ‘, h ) 0, and f g BMO R . Then
Ž .there exists a C s C n, p, h ) 0 such that for any cube Q with its center at
x and side length d,0
p
hd f x y fŽ . Q p5 5dx F C f #.H nqhnqhn < <d q x y xR 0
Proof. Let Q be a cube with the center at x and its side length 2 kd.k 0
< < n 5 5Moreover, denote Q s Q and Q s B. Hence f y f F k2 f #0 y1 Q Qk
and
p
hd f x y fŽ . Q0 dxH nqhnqhn < <d q x y xR 0
p
h‘ d f x y fŽ . Q0F dxÝ H nqhnqh < <d q x y xQ _Q 0k ky1ks0
p pp h‘ 2 d f x y f q f y fŽ .ž /Q Q Qk k 0F C dxÝ H nqhkQ _Q 2 dŽ .k ky1ks0
‘ p2 1 p p< <F C f x y f q f y f dxŽ .Ý H n ž /Q Q Qkh k k 0k2 Q 2 dŽ .kks0
‘ ‘ p1 kp p p5 5 5 5 5 5F C f # q C f # F C f #.Ý Ýkh kh2 2ks0 ks0
Thus we finish the proof of Lemma 2.
Now let us turn to the proof of Theorem 1. Take any density point x of
E and any cube Q with its center at x. Denote the side length of Q by d.
Ž .Ž .First we show that m f x - ‘ a.e. on Q. To do this, we denote Q* toV
Ž .be the eight times extension of Q with its center at x. Decompose f x as
f x s f q f x y f x q f x y f 1 y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Q* Q* Q* Q* Q*
[ f x q f x q f x . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
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Ž . Ž .Ž .By 1.1 we get m f x ’ 0. By Remark 4 and Theorem A we haveV 1
2
m f x dxŽ . Ž .H V 2
Q




21r2< < < < 5 5m f x dx F Q m f x dx F C Q f #.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HV 2 V 2ž /Q Q
2.2Ž .
Ž .Ž . < < < <This shows that m f x - ‘ a.e. on Q. Since E ) 0, we have Q l EV 2
Ž .Ž .) 0. Hence there exists an x g Q l E such that m f x - ‘ and0 V 0
Ž .Ž .m f x - ‘ hold at the same time. ThusV 2 0
m f x F m f x q m f x - ‘. 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V 3 0 V 0 V 2 0
On the other hand, for any x g Q we have
m f x y m f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V 3 V 3 0
‘ V x y y f yŽ . Ž .3F dyH H ny1ž < << < x y y0 xyy -t
1r22
V x y y f y dtŽ . Ž .0 3y dyH ny1 3 /< < t< < x y yx yy -t0 0
1r22
‘ V x y y dtŽ .
F f y dyŽ .H H 3ny1 3< <xyy -t < < t 0x y y0 0
< <x yy )t0
1r22
‘ V x y y dtŽ .0q f y dyŽ .H H 3ny1 3< <xyy )t < < tx y y 00 00
< <x yy -t0
1r22
‘ V x y y V x y y dtŽ . Ž .0q y f y dyŽ .H H 3ny1 ny1 3< <xyy -t < < < < tx y y x y y 00 00
< <x yy -t0
[ I x q I x q I x . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
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Below we shall give the estimates of I , I , and I , respectively. For I , we1 2 3 1
have
1r2
V x y y dtŽ .
I x F f y dyŽ . Ž .H H1 3ny1 3< <xyy -tn < < tž /x y yR
< <x yy )t0
1r2
V x y y 1 1Ž .
F C f y y dy.Ž .H 3ny1 2 2c < < < < < <Ž . x y y x y y x y yQ* 0
cŽ . < < < < < <Note that y g Q* and x, x g Q, we have x y y ; x y y ; x y y0 0
and
1 1 Cd
y F .2 2 3< < < < < <x y y x y y x y y0
From this and applying Holder’s inequality and Lemma 2, we get¨
1r2V x y y dŽ .
I x F C f y dyŽ . Ž .H1 3ny1 3r2c < < < <Ž . x y y x y yQ*
1rq91rqq q91r2 1r2d V x y y d f yŽ . Ž .3F C dy dyH Hnq1r2 nq1r2c cž / ž /< < < <Ž . Ž .x y y x y yQ* Q*
5 5F C f #. 2.5Ž .
Ž . 5 5 Ž .Similarly we have I x F C f #. Now let us consider I x . Using2 3
Holder’s inequality again, we get¨
I xŽ .3
1r2
V x y y V x y y dtŽ . Ž .0F C y f y dyŽ .H H3ny1 ny1 3ž /n < < < < t< < < <x y y x y yR xyy -t , x yy -t00
‘ V x y y V x y y f yŽ . Ž . Ž .0 3F C y dyÝ H ny1 ny1j jq1 < <x y y< < < << < x y y x y y2 dF yyx -2 d 00js3 0
1rqq
‘ 1 V x y y V x y yŽ . Ž .0F C y dyÝ Hj ny1 ny1j jq1ž /2 d < < < << < x y y x y y2 dF yyx -2 d0js3 0
1rq9
q9
= f y dy .Ž .H 3ž /j jq1< <2 dF yyx -2 d0
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From this and Lemma 1, we have
1rq9‘ 1 1 q9
I x F C f y dyŽ . Ž .Ý Hn3 3j jq1 j jq1ž /2 < <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
‘ v dj Ž .Ž < <. qxyx r2 d0q C ddÝ H
jq1ž /dŽ < <. Ž .xyx r 2 d0Js3
1rq91 q9
= f y dyŽ .Hn 3jq1 j jq1ž /< <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0
[ I q I .3, 1 3, 2
For I we have3, 1
‘ 1 1 q9
I F C f y y fŽ .Ý Hn3, 1 Qžj jq 1jq1 j jq1ž2 < <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
1rq9
q9< <q f y f dyQ Q* /jq 1 /
‘ 1 1 q9
F C f y y f dyŽ .Ý H Qj jq 1ž < <Q2 Qjq1 jq1js3
1rq9
q9 q9nq95 5q j q 1 2 f #Ž . /
1rq9q9q9 q9nq9‘ 5 5 5 5C f # q j q 1 2 f #Ž .Ž .1
5 5F C F C f #, 2.6Ž .Ý j2js3
where Q denotes the 2 j times extension of Q. Sincej
s
< <v d 1 q log dj Ž . Ž .Ž < <. qxyx r2 d0 ddH s
jq1 < <Ž < <. Ž . d 1 q log dŽ .xyx r 2 d0
1 v dŽ .1 sq
< <F C 1 q log d dd ,Ž .Hs
d1 q j log 2Ž . 0
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Ž .by the condition 1.3 we have
‘ 1
I F C Ý s3, 2 1 q j log 2Ž .js3
1rq91 q9
= f y y f dyŽ .Hn Q*jq1 j jq1ž /< <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0
‘ 1
F C Ý s
1 q j log 2Ž .js3
1rq9
1 q9 q9 q9nq95 5= f y y f q j q 1 2 f # dyŽ . Ž .H Q jq 1ž /< <Q Qjq1 jq1
1rq9q9 nq9‘ c q j q 1 2Ž .1
5 5 5 5F C f # F C f #. 2.7Ž .Ý s
1 q j log 2Ž .js3
Ž . Ž .Summing up 2.5 ] 2.7 , we get
5 5m f x y m f x F C f #. 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V 3 V 3 0
Thus we prove that
m f x F m f x q m f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V 1 V 2
q m f x y m f x q m f x - ‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V 3 V 3 0 V 3 0
a.e. on Q.
Ž .Ž .Because Q is any cube with center at x g E, we get actually m f x - ‘V
n 5 Ž .5 5 5a.e. on R . Now it is easy to check that m f # F C f # for f gV
Ž n.BMO R . In fact, from the process of the above proof we know that for
n Ž .Ž .any cube Q ; R , there exists an x g Q such that m f x - ‘. Let0 V 3 0
Q* be an eight times extension of Q with the same center. Write
Ž .f s f q f q f as in 2.1 . Repeating the process of the above proof, we1 2 3
Ž .Ž . < Ž .Ž . < < < 5 5 Ž .have m f x s 0 on Q, H m f x dx F C Q f #. And by 2.2 andV 1 Q V 2
Ž .2.8 we get
m f x y m f x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H V V 3 0
Q
F m f x dx q m f x y m f x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HV 2 V 3 V 3 0
Q Q
< < 5 5F C Q f #. 2.9Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Thus from 2.8 and 2.9 we have
m f x y m f dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H QV V
Q
F m f x y m f x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H V V 3 0
Q
q m f x y m f dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H QV 3 0 V
Q
< < 5 5 < <F C Q f # q Q m f x y m fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .QV 3 0 V
< < 5 5 < < 5 5F C Q f # q m f x y m f x dx F C Q f #.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H V V 3 0
Q
Hence we prove Theorem 1.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We need the following two lemmas in the proof of Theorem 2.
LEMMA 3. Suppose that 1 - p - ‘, y‘ - a - 1r2, and h )
 4 a , pŽ n.max 0, a p . If f g E R , then there exists C ) 0 such that for any cube
Q with center at x and side length d0 0
1rpp
hd f x y fŽ . Q0 a 5 5dx F Cd f .H a , pnqhnqhn < <ž /d q x y xR 0
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 2. Let Q be the 2 k timesk
extension of Q with the same center. Then we have0
1rp1 p k a a 5 5f x y f dx F 2 d f .Ž .H a , pQkž /< <Q Qk k
Thus
1
< <f y f F f x y f dxŽ .HQ Q Qk ky1 k< <Q Qky1 k
1rp1 p ak 5 5F C f x y f dx F C 2 d f . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H a , pQkž /< <Q Qk k
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Ž .By 3.1 we get
k a a 5 5C2 d f , for a ) 0a , p
< <f y f F 3.2Ž .Q Q ak 0 ½ 5 5Cd f , for a - 0,a , p
Ž . Ž .where C s C n, p, a . Denote Q s B. When a ) 0, by 3.2 and h )y1
a p we have
p
hd f x y fŽ . Q0 dxH nqhnqhn < <d q x y xR 0
‘ hd p
F C f x y f dxŽ .Ý Hnqh Q0k Q _Q2 dŽ . k ky1ks0
‘ hd
F C Ý nqhk2 dŽ .ks0
p p
= f x y f dx q f y f dxŽ .H HQ Q Qk k 0ž /Q _Q Q _Qk ky1 k ky1
‘ k pa k pa2 q 2 p ppa pa5 5 5 5F C d f F Cd f .Ý a , p a , pkh2ks0
Ž .For a - 0, by 3.2 and h ) 0 we may also get the conclusion of Lemma 3.
Thus we complete the proof of Lemma 3.
LEMMA 4. Suppose that 1 - p - ‘, y‘ - a - 1r2, 1 F q9 F p, and
 4 a , pŽ n.h ) max 0, a p . If f g E R , then there exists C ) 0 such that for any
cube Q with center at x and side length d0 0
1rq9q9hd f x y fŽ . Q0 a 5 5dx F Cd f .H a , pnqhnqhn < <ž /d q x y xR 0
Proof. We only consider the case where q9 - p. Let Q be the same ask
in the proof of Lemma 3. Using Holder’s inequality and Lemma 3, we have¨
q9hd f x y fŽ . Q0 dxH nqhnqhn < <d q x y xR 0
q9rpp
h‘ d f x y fŽ . Q0F dxÝ H nqhnqhn < <ž /d q x y xR 0ks0
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Ž .pyq9 rphd
= dxH nqhnqhž /< <d q x y xQ _Q 0k ky1
Ž .pyq9 rpn
h k‘ d 2 dŽ .q9a q95 5F Cd f Ýa , p nqhkž /2 dŽ .ks0
a q95 5 q9F Cd f ,a , p
which is the desired conclusion.
Now let us turn to the proof of Theorem 2. For any a density point x of
Ž .Ž .E and any a cube Q with center at x, first we show that m f x - ‘ a.e.V
on Q. Write
f x s f q f x y f x q f x y f 1 y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Q* Q* Q* Q* Q*
[ f x q f x q f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
Ž .where Q* denotes the eight times extension of Q. By 1.1 , Remark 4, and
Ž .Ž .Theorem A we know that m f x ’ 0 on Q andV 1
1rp
P 1r pqa r n< < 5 5m f x dx F C Q f . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .H a , pV 2ž /Q
Ž . Ž .Hence we may take an x g Q l E such that 2.3 holds. By 2.4 we have0
m f x y m f x F I x q I x q I x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V 3 V 3 0 1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Below we give the estimates of I x , I x , and I x , respectively. First1 2 3
Ž . Ž .let us consider I x . By 2.5 we have1
1r2V x y y dŽ .
I x F C f y dy. 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 3ny1 3r2c < < < <Ž . x y y x y yQ*
Since 0 - a - 1r2, we have 0 - 2a p - p. If 2a p - q9 F p, we may take
Ž . Ž .h ) 0 such that a p - h - q9r2. Then t s 1r2 y hrq9 q ) 0. By 3.4 ,
Holder’s inequality, and Lemma 4 we get¨
1rq91rqq q9t hd V x y y d f yŽ . Ž .3
I x F C dy dyŽ . H Hnqt nqh1
c c< < < <ž / ž /x y y x y yŽ . Ž .Q* Q*
a 5 5F Cd f .a , p
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If q9 F 2a p - p, then we choose r 9 G 1 such that q9 F 2a p - r 9 - p. It
rŽ ny1. Ž . Ž . Ž .is easy to check that V g L S and v d F Cv d . Thus v dr q r
Ž .satisfies also 1.4 . Replace q9 by r 9 in the above proof; we may also get
Ž . a 5 5I x F Cd f .a , p1
Ž . a 5 5Similarly we have I x F Cd f . Now let us give the estimate ofa , p2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .I x . From the proof of Theorem 1 we have I x F I x q I x ,3 3 3, 1 3, 2
where
1rq9‘ 1 1 q9
I x s C f y dyŽ . Ž .Ý Hn3, 1 3j jq1 j jq1ž /2 < <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
and
‘ v dj Ž .Ž < <. qxyx r2 d0I x s C ddŽ . Ý H3, 2
jq1ž /dŽ < <. Ž .xyx r 2 d0Js3
1rq91 q9
= f y dy .Ž .Hn 3jq1 j jq1ž /< <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0
Ž . Ž .To estimate I x , we take h ) a p. Then by Lemma 4 and 3.2 we get3, 1
1rq9h q9jq1‘ 1 2 d f yŽ . Ž .3
I x F C dyŽ . Ý H nqh3, 1 j nqh jq1j jq12 ž /< < < <2 dF yyx -2 d y y x q 2 dŽ .0js3 0
1rq9h q9jq1‘ 2 d f y y fŽ . Ž .1 Q jF dyÝ H nqhj nqh jq1n2 < < 0R y y x q 2 dŽ .js3 0
1rq9h q9jq12 d f y fŽ . Q Q*jq dyH nqhnqh jq1j jq1< < 0< <2 dF yyx -2 d y y x q 2 dŽ .0 0
‘ 1 ajq1 5 5 < <F C 2 d f q f y fŽ .Ý a , p Q Q*j j2js3
1rq9hjq12 dŽ .
= dyH nqhjq1j jq1ž /< <2 dF yyx -2 d 2 dŽ .0
‘ 1 aj a5 5 5 5F C 2 d f F Cd f . 3.5Ž . Ž .Ý a , p a , pj2js3
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Ž .On the other hand, by 1.4 we get
1rq9‘ 1 1 q9
I x F C f y y f dyŽ . Ž .Ý Hn3, 2 Q*j« jq1 j jq1ž /2 < <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
v dŽ .1 q
= ddH 1q«d0
1rq9‘ 1 1 q9
F C f y y fŽ .Ý Hn Qj« jq 1jq1 j jq12 < <2 dF yyx F2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
1rq9‘ 1 1 q9< <q C f y f dyÝ Hn Q Q*j« jq 1jq1 j jq12 < <2 dF yyx F2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
[ I 1 q I 2 .3, 2 3, 2
Now let us estimate I 1 and I 2 , respectively. Since q9 F p, using Holder’s¨3, 2 3, 2
a , pŽ n.inequality and the definition of E R , we have
1rp‘ C 1 p
1I F f y y f dyŽ .Ý H3, 2 Qj« jq 1ž /< <Q2 Qjq1 jq1js3
‘ C
ar n a< < 5 5 5 5F Q f F Cd f . 3.6Ž .Ý a , p a , pjq1j«2js3
Ž .On the other hand, by 3.2 we have
‘ ‘ Ž jq1.a a 5 51 2 d f a , p2 a 5 5I F C f y f F C F Cd f .Ý Ý a , p3, 2 Q Q*j« j«jq 12 2js3 js3
3.7Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . a 5 5By 3.5 ] 3.7 we obtain I x F Cd f . Thus we geta , p3
a 5 5m f x y m f x F I x q I x q I x F Cd f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . a , pV 3 V 3 0 1 2 3
3.8Ž .
Summing up the above estimates we show that
m f x F m f x q m f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V 1 V 2
q m f x y m f x q m f x - ‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V 3 V 3 0 V 3 0
a.e. on Q.
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Because Q is any cube with center at x g E we also actually getQ
Ž .Ž . n 5 Ž .5 5 5m f x - ‘ a.e. on R . Finally, let us show that m f F C f .a , p a , pV V
Ž . Ž .In fact, by 3.3 and 3.8 we have
1rp1 p
m f x y m f x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H V V 3 0ž /< <Q Q
1rp1 pF m f x dxŽ . Ž .H V 2ž /< <Q Q
1rp1 pq m f x y m f x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H V 3 V 3 0ž /< <Q Q
< < ar n 5 5F C Q f . 3.9Ž .a , p
Ž . Ž .Thus from 3.8 and 3.9 we have
1rp1 p
m f x y m f dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H QV Vž /< <Q Q
1rp1 pF m f x y m f x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H V V 3 0ž /< <Q Q
1rp1 p
q m f x y m f dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H QV 3 0 Vž /< <Q Q
< < ar n 5 5F C Q f .a , p
Hence we complete the proof of Theorem 2.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Because the basic idea of proving Theorem 3 is the same as proving
Theorem 2, here we only give the main steps of the proof. In the following
proof, the means of x , x, Q, Q*, and Q are the same as in the proof of0 k
Theorem 2. Write
f x s f q f x y f x q f x y f 1 y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Q* Q* Q* Q* Q*
[ f x q f x q f x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
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Ž . Ž .Ž .By 1.1 , Remark 4, and Theorem A we know that m f x ’ 0 on QV 1
and
1rp
p 1r pqa r n< < 5 5m f x dx F C Q f . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H a , pV 2ž /Q
Ž . < Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž .By 2.4 we have m f x y m f x F I x q I x q I x andV 3 V 3 0 1 2 3
1r2V x y y dŽ .
I x F C f y dy. 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 3ny1 3r2c < < < <Ž . x y y x y yQ*
ŽNote that y‘ - a - 0. If take 0 - h - 1r2, then we have t s 1r2 y
. Ž .hrq9 q ) 0. By 4.2 , Holder’s inequality, and Lemma 4 we get¨
1rq91rqq q9t hd V x y y d f yŽ . Ž .3
I x F C dy dyŽ . H Hnqt nqh1
c c< < < <ž / ž /x y y x y yŽ . Ž .Q* Q*
a 5 5F Cd f . 4.3Ž .a , p
Ž . a 5 5Similarly we have I x F Cd f . Now let us give the estimate ofa , p2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .I x . From the proof of Theorem 2 we know that I x F I x q I x ,3 3 3, 1 3, 2
where
1rq9‘ 1 1 q9
I x s C f y dyŽ . Ž .Ý Hn3, 1 3j jq1 j jq1ž /2 < <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
and
‘ v dj Ž .Ž < <. qxyx r2 d0I x s C ddŽ . Ý H3, 2
jq1ž /dŽ < <. Ž .xyx r 2 d0Js3
1rq91 q9
= f y dy .Ž .Hn 3jq1 j jq1ž /< <2 dF yyx -2 d2 dŽ . 0
Ž . Ž .To estimate I x , we choose h ) 0. Then by Lemma 4 and 3.2 we get3, 1
1rq9h q9jq1‘ 1 2 d f yŽ . Ž .3
I x F C dyŽ . Ý H nqh3, 1 j nqh jq1j jq12 ž /< < < <2 dF yyx -2 d y y x q 2 dŽ .0js3 0
1rq9h q9jq1‘ 2 d f y y fŽ . Ž .1 Q jF C dyÝ H nqhj nqh jq1n2 < < 0R y y x q 2 dŽ .js3 0
1rq9h q9jq12 d f y fŽ . Q Q*jq dyH nqhnqh jq1j jq1< < 0< <2 dF yyx -2 d y y x q 2 dŽ .0 0
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‘ 1 ajq1 5 5F C 2 d f q f y fŽ .Ý a , p Q Q*j j2js3
1rq9hjq12 dŽ .
= dyH nqhjq1j jq1ž /< <2 dF yyx -2 d 2 dŽ .0
‘ 1
ja a a5 5 5 5F C 2 q 1 d f F Cd f . 4.4Ž . Ž .Ý a , p a , pj2js3
On the other hand, we have
1rq9‘ 1 q9
I x F C f y y fŽ . Ž .Ý Hn3, 2 Q jq 1jq1 j jq1ž /< <2 dF yyx F2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
v dŽ .1 q
= ddH
d0
1rq9‘ 1 q9q C f y f dyÝ Hn Q Q*jq 1jq1 j jq1ž /< <2 dF yyx F2 d2 dŽ . 0js3
v dj Ž .Ž < <. qxyx r2 d0= dd .H
jq1ž /dŽ < <. Ž .xyx r 2 d0
Ž . Ž .Note that a - 0, by 1.2 , 3.2 , and Lemma 4 we get
1rp‘ 1 p
I x F C f y y f dyŽ . Ž .Ý H3, 2 Q jq 1ž /< <Q Qjq1 jq1js3
‘ v dj Ž .Ž < <. qxyx r2 d0a 5 5q C d f ddÝ a , p H
jq1ž /dŽ < <. Ž .xyx r 2 d0js3
‘ v dŽ .a 1 qjq1 a5 5 5 5F C 2 d f q d f ddŽ .Ý a , p a , pHž /
d0js3
a 5 5F Cd f . 4.5Ž .a , p
Ž . Ž .Thus from 4.3 ] 4.5 we obtain
a 5 5m f x y m f x F Cd f . 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a , pV 3 V 3 0
5 Ž .5Finally, repeating the proof of Theorem 2 we can also get m f Fa , pV
5 5 Ž . Ž .C f from 4.1 and 4.6 . Here we omit the details.a , p
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